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ABSTRACT: Speech is the first important primary need, and the most convenient means of communication between 
people. The communication among human computer interaction is called human computer interface.This paper 
basically gives an overview of major technological perspective and appreciation of the fundamental progress of speech 
to text conversion and also gives complete set of speech to text conversion based on Raspberry-Pi.A comparative study 
of different technique is done as per stages. This paper concludes with the decision on future direction for developing 
technique in human computer interface system in different mother tongue and it also discusses the various techniques 
used in each step of a speech recognition process and attempts to analyze an approach for designing an efficient system 
for speech recognition.However, with modern processes, algorithms, and methods we can process speech signals easily 
and recognize the text. In this system, we are going to develop an on-line speech-to-text engine.However, the transfer 
of speech into written language in real time requires special techniques as it must be very fast and almost 100% correct 
to be understandable.  The objective of this paper is to recapitulate and match up to different speech recognition 
systems as well as approaches for the speech to text conversion based on Raspberry-Pi technology and identify research 
topics and applications which are at the forefront of this exciting and challenging field. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In modern civilized societies for communicationbetween human speeches is one of the commonmethods.Different 
ideas formed in the mind of thespeaker are communicated by speech in the form ofwords, phrases, and sentences by 
applying some proper grammatical rules.The speech is primary mode of communication amonghuman being and also 
the most natural and efficient form ofexchanging information among human in speech. By classifyingthe speech with 
voiced, unvoiced and silence (VAS/S)an elementary acoustic segmentation of speech which is essential for speech can 
be considered. Insuccession to individual sounds called phonemes thistechnique can almost be identical to the sounds 
of eachletter of the alphabet which makes the composition ofhuman speech.Most of theInformation in digital world is 
available to a fewwho can read or understand a scrupulous language.Language technologies can provide solutions in 
the form of ordinary interfaces so the digital content canreach to the masses and facilitate the exchange ofinformation 
across different people speaking differentlanguages[4]. These technologies play a vital role inmulti-lingual societies 
such as India which has about1652 dialects/native languages.Speech to Text conversion take input from microphone in 
the form of speech & then it is converted into text form which is display on desktop. Speech processing is the study of 
speech signals,and the various methods which are used to process them.In this process various applications such 
asspeech coding, speech synthesis, speech recognitionand speaker recognition technologies; speech processing is 
employed.Among the above, speechrecognition is the most important one. The mainpurpose of speech recognition is to 
convert the acousticsignal obtained from a microphone or a telephone togenerate a set of words [13, 23]. In order to 
extract anddetermine the linguistic information conveyed by aspeech wave we have to employ computers orelectronic 
circuits.This process is performed forseveral applications such as security device, householdappliances, cellular phones 
ATM machines andcomputers.Survey of these paper deals with different methods of speech to text conversion which is 
useful for different languages such as Phonem to Graphem method,conversion for Bengali language,HMM based 
speech synthesis methods etc[17]. 
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1. Type of Speech: 
Speech recognition system can be separated in different classes bydescribing what type of ullerances they can 
recognize[1]. 

 
Figure 1.1 Classification of speech processing 

 
1.1 Isolated Word: 
Isolated word recognizes attain usually require each utterance tohave quiet on both side of sample windows. It accepts 
singlewords or single utterances at a time .This is having “Listen andNon Listen state”. Isolated utterance might be 
better name of thisclass. 
 
1.2 Connected Word: 
Connected word system are similar to isolated words but allow to divide orseparate sound to be “run together minimum 
pause betweenthem. 
1.3 Continuous speech: 
Continuous speech recognizers allows user to talk almostnaturally, while the computer determine the 
content.Recognizerwith continues speech capabilities are some of the most difficultto create because they utilize unique 
sound and special method to determineutterance boundaries. 
1.4 Spontaneous speech: 
At a basic level, it can be thought of as speech that is naturalsounding and not rehearsed.An ASR System with 
spontaneousspeech ability should be able to handle a different words and variety of natural speechfeature such as words 
being run together. 
2. Types of Speaker Model: 
All speakers have their special voices, due to their unique physical body and personality. Speech recognition system is 
broadly classified into main categories based on speaker models, namely, speaker dependent and speaker 
independent[1]. 
2.1 Speaker independent models: 
Speaker independent systems are designed for variety of speakers. It recognizes the speech patterns of a large group of 
people. This system is most difficult to develop, most expensive and offers less accuracy than speaker dependent 
systems. However, they are more flexible. 
2.2Speaker dependent models: 
Speaker dependent systems are designed for a specific speaker. This systems are usually easier to develop, cheaper and 
more accurate, but not as flexible as speaker adaptive or speaker independent systems.They are generally more accurate 
for the particular speaker, but much less accurate for others speakers. 
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3. Types of Vocabulary: 
The size of vocabulary of a speech recognition system affects the complexity, processing necessities, performance and 
the precision of the system. Some applications only require a few words (e.g. numbers only), others require very large 
dictionaries (e.g. direction machines). In ASR systems the types of vocabularies can be classified as follows.  
a. Small vocabulary - ten of words  
b. Medium vocabulary - hundreds of words  
c. Large vocabulary – thousands of words  
d. Very-large vocabulary – tens of thousands of words  
e. Out-of-Vocabulary – Mapping a word from the vocabulary into the unknown word. 
Apart from the above characteristics, the environment variability, channel variability, speaker style, sex, age, speed of 
speech also make the ASR system more complex. But the efficient ASR systems must cope with the variability in the 
signal. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1.Yee-Ling Lu, Man-Wai and Wan-Chi Siu explains about text-to-phoneme conversion by using recurrent neural 
networks trained with the real time recurrent learning (RTRL) algorithm[3]. 
2.Penagarikano, M.; Bordel, G explains a technique to perform the speech to text conversion as well as an 
investigational test carried out over a task oriented Spanish corpus are reported & analytical results also. 
3.Sultana, S.; Akhand, M. A H; Das, P.K.; Hafizur Rahman, M.M. explore Speech-to-Text(STT) conversion using 
SAPI for Bangla language. Although achieved performance is promising for STT related studies, they identified several 
elements to recover the performance and might give better accuracy and assure that the theme of this study will also be 
helpful for other languages for Speech-to-Text conversion and similar tasks[3]. 
 
4.Moulines, E., in his paper "Text-to-speech algorithms based on FFT synthesis," present FFT synthesisalgorithms for a 
French text-to-speech system based on diaphone concatenation. FFT synthesis techniques arecapable of producing high 
quality prosodic adjustments of natural speech. Several different approaches are formulated toreduce the distortions due 
to diaphone concatenation. 
5.Decadt, Jacques,Daelemans, Walter and Wambacq describes a method to develop the readabilityof the textual output 
in a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system when out-of-vocabulary words occur. The basic idea is to 
replace uncertain words in the transcriptions with a phoneme recognition result that ispost-processed using a phoneme-
to-grapheme converter. This technique uses machine learning concepts. 
 

III. SPEECH TO TEXT SYSTEM 
 

1.General Overview: 
Speech is an exceptionally attractive modality for humancomputer interaction: it is “hands free”; it requires only 
modesthardware for acquisition (a high-quality microphone or microphones); and it arrives at a very modest bit 
rate.Recognizing human speech, especially continuous (connected) speech, without burdensome training (speaker-
independent), for a vocabulary of sufficient complexity (60,000 words) is very hard.However,with modern processes, 
flow diagram, algorithms, and methods we can process speech signals easily and recognize the text which is talking by 
the talker. In this system, we are going to develop an on-line speech-to-text engine[4]. The system acquires speech at 
run time through a microphone and processes the sampled speech to identify the uttered text.The process for converting 
speech to text by using Raspberry pi and on the terminal of Raspbian image installed on raspberry pi. This is the basic 
step to understand that how can we convert any voice data into text and this will be helpful to understand the 
commands of linux. The recognized text can be stored in a file.It can supplement other larger systems, giving users a 
different choice for data entry. 
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Figure 3.1.Basic Block diagram of speech to text System. 

 
A discourse to-content framework can likewise enhance framework availability by giving information passage 
alternatives to visually impaired, hard of hearing, or physically debilitated clients. Voice SMS is an application grew in 
this work that permits a client to record and believer talked messages into SMS instant message. Client can send 
messages to the entered telephone number. Speech recognition is done via the Internet, connecting to Google's server. 
The application is adapted to input messages in English. Speech recognition for Voice uses a technique based on 
hidden Markov models (HMM - Hidden Markov Model). It is currently the most successful and most flexible approach 
to speech recognition. 
2.Speech production & Speech perception : 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Speech Chain 
 

The process starts with the message information which can be thought of as having a number of different 
representations during the process of speech production.For example the message could be represented initially as 
English text.In order to “speak” the message, the talker implicitly converts the text into a symbolic representation of the 
sequence of sounds corresponding to the spoken version of the text. This step, called the language code generator 
which converts text symbols to phonetic symbol (along with stress and durational information) that describe the basic 
sounds of a spoken version of the message and the manner (i.e., the speed and emphasis) in which the sounds are 
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intended to be produced.The third step in the speech production process is the conversion to “neuro-muscular controls,” 
i.e., the set of control signals that direct the neuro-muscular system to move the speech articulators, namely the tongue, 
lips, teeth, jaw and velum, in a manner that is consistent with the sounds of the desired spoken message and with the 
desired degree of emphasis. The end result of the neuro-muscular controls step is a set of articulator motions 
(continuous control) that cause the vocal tract articulators to move in a prescribed manner in order to create the desired 
sounds.Finally the last step in the Speech Production process is the “vocal tract system” that physically creates the 
necessary sound sources and the appropriate vocal tract shapes over time so as to create an acoustic waveform, such as 
the one shown in fig. that encodes the information in the desired message into the speech signal. 
 

IV.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
 
1.Implementation : 
The Implementation process achieves speech to text by using Raspberry pi and Raspbian image installed on raspberry 
pi.This is the basic step to understand the commands of linux for converting speech to text conversion.The Raspberry 
Pi is an ultra-low-cost, deck-of-cards sized Linux computer. It is controlled by a modified version of Debian Linux 
optimized for the ARM architecture. It has two models model A and model B. The Model B has 512 MB RAM, 
BCM2385 ARM11, 700 MHz System on chip processor. It has 2 USB ports, HDMI out, audio output jack and Ethernet 
port for internet access and the USB sound card is needed to interface with pi model because it has only audio output 
jack and so by using sound card we can input voice data into pi.  
1.Requirements for this implementation: The latest version of Raspbian installed  
2.An internet connection  
3.The correct sound card drivers for your headset. So the required inputs connections are shown below in the Figure. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Hardware connection of Raspberry-Pi 

 
Plug in your USB Headset and run the following commands to test the headset.  
cat /proc/asound/cards  
cat /proc/asound/module  
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Figure 4.2 Linux command snapshot image. 
 

Raspberry Pi does not have an audio input device configured. To solve this, I need to update ALSA (Advanced Linux 
Sound Architecture) to use our Headset as default for audio input and output. This can be done by a quick change to the 
ALSA config file located in /etc/modprobe.d/alsa-base.conf. After recording the audio file, apply a set of commands 
and the output of speech to text conversion will store into .txt file. Here, the recorded data is gtu pg school. 
 

IV. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION (ASR) 
 

1. Basic Principle: 
ASR systems operate in two phases. First, a training phase, during which the system learns the reference patterns 
representing the different speech sounds (e.g. phrases, words, phones) that constitute the vocabulary of the application. 
Each reference is learned from spoken examples and stored either in the form of templates obtained by some averaging 
method or models that characterize the statistical properties of pattern[6]. Second, a recognizing phase, during which an 
unknown input pattern, is identified by considering the set of references. 

 
Figure 5.1.Basic Principle of ASR 
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2.Speech Recognition Techniques: 
The goal of speech recognition is for a machine to be able to "hear,” understand," and "act upon" spoken information. 
The earliest speech recognition systems were first attempted in the early 1950s at Bell Laboratories.The goal of 
automatic speaker recognition is to analyze, extract characterize and recognize information about the speaker identity. 
The speaker recognition system may be viewed as working in a four stages- 
a.Analysis  
b.Feature extraction  
c.Modeling  
d.Testing  
a.Speech analysis: 
In Speech analysis technique Speech data contains different types of information that shows a speaker identity. This 
includes speaker specific information due to vocal tract, excitation source and behavior feature. The physical structure 
and dimension of vocal tract as well as excitation source are unique for each speaker. This uniqueness is embedded in 
the speech signal during speech production and can be used for speaker used for speaker recognition. 
b. Feature Extraction Technique: 
Feature Extraction is the most important part of speech recognition since it plays an important role to separate one 
speech from other. Because every speech has different individual characteristics embedded in utterances[6]. These 
characteristics can be extracted from a wide range of feature extraction techniques proposed and successfully exploited 
for speech recognition task. But extracted feature should meet some criteria while dealing with the speech signal such 
as:  
a.Easy to measure extracted speech features. 
b.It should not be susceptible to mimicry. 
c.It should show little fluctuation from one speaking environment to another. 
d.It should be stable over time. 
e.It should occur frequently and naturally in speech. 
 

V. SYSTEM DESIGNING 
 
The need to design this application is specifically for physically impaired people. Objective is to design an intelligent 
system based on speech to text conversion which will work according to voice search. Solenoid plates are combination 
of six dots and braille code is also a combination of six dots. Different output on plates shows the different characters 
according to braille script so that blind people can easily console with this application. Solenoid plates which are going 
to be used are of Lee series 120 solenoid valves. It’s a UK based company which produces solenoid valves. Its world’s 
smallest solenoid valve. The Lee Series 120 Solenoid Valve sets a new standard in reducing space, weight and power 
consumption. The valve requires only a momentary 1 ms pulse to switch the state (+5 VDC to open,-5 VDC to 
close).These plates are representing output of web search into braille.  
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Figure 6.1 Analysis using Raspberry-Pi. 

 
This browser is developed or designed by software which is based on linux. In linux environment any application is 
able to run at a quite faster rate.Linux based raspberry pi module will be very efficient to overcome the requirement. 
There are many linux based OS and among them Ubuntu is sufficient for my research work and has some advantage to 
use this. Ubuntu is user-friendly. For a beginner it is an absolute test. It is both official and user contributed. It has 
wealth of documentation and also has many more features. The software is used to design a speech browser is QT 
creator which is used to make efficient GUI application. 
 

VI. APPLICATIONS OF SPEECH TO TEXT SYSTEM 
 

The application field of STT is expanding fast whilst the quality of STT systems is also increasing 
steadily.Speechsynthesis systems are also becoming more affordable forcommon customers, which makes these 
systems moresuitable for everyday use& becomes a cot effective. Some uses of STT are describedbelow[5]. 
1.Aid to Vocally Handicapped 
A hand-held, battery-powered synthetic speech aid can beused by vocally handicapped person to express theirwords. 
The device will have especially designedkeyboard, which accepts the input, and converts into therequired speech within 
blink of eyes. 
2.Source of Learning for Visually Impaired 
Most important fact for listening is an important skill for people who are blind.Blind individuals rely on their ability to 
hear or listen togain information quickly and efficiently. Students usetheir sense of hearing to gaininformation from 
books on tape or CD, but also to assess what is happening aroundthem. 
3.Games and Education 
Synthesized speech can also be used in many educationalinstitutions in field of study as well as sports. If the teachercan 
be tired at a point of time but a computer with speechsynthesizer can teach whole day with same 
performance,efficiency andaccuracy. 
4.Telecommunication and Multimedia 
STT systems make it possible to access vocal information over the telephone.Queries to such information 
retrievalsystems could be put through the user's voice (with thehelp of a speech recognizer), or through the 
telephonekeyboard. Synthesized speech may also be used to speakout short text messages in mobile phones. 
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5.Man-Machine Communication 
Speech synthesis can be used in several kinds of humanmachineinteractions and interfaces. For example, in warning, 
alarmsystems, clocks and washing machines synthesizedspeech may be used to give more exact information ofthe 
current situation[5]. Speech signals are far better thanthat of warning lights or buzzers as it enables  
6.Voice Enabled E-mail 
Voice-enabled e-mail uses voice recognition and speechsynthesis technologies to enable users to access their emailfrom 
any telephone. The subscriber dials a phonenumber to access a voiceportal, then, to collect their emailmessages, they 
press a couple of keys and, perhaps,say a phrase like "Get my e-mail." Speech synthesissoftware converts e-mail text to 
a voice message, whichis played back over the phone. Voice-enabled e-mail is especially useful for mobile workers, 
because it makes itpossible for them to access their messages easily fromvirtually anywhere (as long as they can get to 
a phone),without having to invest in expensive equipment such aslaptop computers or personal digital assistants. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we discussed the topics relevant to the development of STT systems .The speech to text conversionmay 
seem effective and efficient to its users if it produces natural speech and by making several modifications to it.This 
system is useful for deaf and dumb people to Interactwith the other peoples from society.Speech to Text synthesisis a 
critical research and application area in the field ofmultimedia interfaces. In this paper gathers important references to 
literature related to the endogenous variations of the speech signal and their importance in automatic speech recognition 
also it gives implementation of speech to text conversion based on Raspberry pi.A database has been created from the 
various domain wordsand syllables.The desired speechis produced by the Concatenative speech synthesis 
approach.Speech synthesis is advantageous for people who arevisually handicapped. This paper made a clear and 
simpleoverview of working of speech to text system (STT) in stepby step process.The system gives the input data from 
mice in the form of voice, thenpreprocessed that data & converted into text format displayed on PC. The user types the 
input string and the systemreads it from the database or data store where the words,phones,diaphones,triphone are 
stored. In this paper, wepresented the development of existing STT system by addingspellchecker module to it for 
different language.There are many speech to text systems (STT) available in the marketand also much improvisation is 
going on in the research areato make the speech more effective, and the natural withstress and the emotions. 
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